
WRITING A SHORT ARTIST BIO

Here are five steps to help you on your way to writing a stand out bio. Make sure you keep your artist biography short
and concise with a focused structure.

It keeps us wanting more. Whether you have an adventure story or something low-key, tell your story in a way
that we can relate to. A native of Barranquitas, Puerto Rico, her colorful paintings pay homage to her
homeland. Did You Know? You can try different tones and play around with language in each one. Just
remember to make sure it resonates with your audience. Stay in touch with us! The best way to get started is to
understand your own artistic path. It is also usually displayed alongside your works during exhibitions and in
galleries. End strong with any upcoming exhibitions, residencies, or projects. This is one of the most important
things to have out there to support the work you show. After completing her degree, Mary delved even more
into her photographic practice,which involved loss and regeneration of life. Add in and switch out professional
achievements as your success and knowledge grows. What is the name of the juror? Exhibition Catalogues,
Agora Gallery 4. Give to a publicity outlet â€” art editor, feature story editor or radio or TV host. Even at
Agora, we make sure everything is checked over by at least two people before it is published. Talk about your
influences, your themes, and your journey. Finally, after any changes are made as described above, have
someone who is an expert in spelling, grammar and sentence structure review and make any necessary
changes to the bio. This can include where you were born, where you work, and when you first became
interested in art. The following are some helpful hints on how an artist can create an interesting bio; 1. Did
you study art in school, or were you self-taught? Step 3: Write Multiple Drafts Lucky are the writers who can
craft masterpieces without ever moving past the first draft. Mary cherishes this connection with nature. It
weaves the story of your art career - instilling trust as it goes - allowing you to share your credentials and
achievements without speaking a word. Are you inspired by a place, person, or issue that might resonate with
clients or jurors? You might be surprised. Make sure your artist biography progresses with you. From process
to inspiration, usually there is a common question that your work will elicit. Unfortunately, staring at a blank
page trying to condense your art career into a paragraph or two is anything but. Simple and readable will
always trump jargon and flowery language when it comes to your biography. So what does Agora Gallery
look for in an artist biography? Nothing looks less professional than a text littered with spelling and grammar
mistakes. What awards and honors have you earned?


